EDART STATUS UPDATE – DTTF/SIS/SOS MEETING

I. March 26th Release – Construction/Testing

- Member requested enhancements such as additional filters and reports for Generator Outage Tickets, Transmission Outage Tickets and TERM applications.

II. Blackstart Calculator

- Phase 1 (December 2013): Data entry forms - Generator Data, Critical Gas Update, Blackstart Facilities, Cranking Paths.
  - PJM continues to review and update data. Forms available as read-only to members (uncheck Permanent Only flag). PJM will provide further direction in a future stakeholder meeting on when member data updates should begin
- Phase 2: Analytics components - balance report (zonal BS vs. CLR), stack report (hides T elements to expose generators in cranking paths), negative power budget report (shows invalid cranking paths), enhancements to the cranking path form (G & T outage overlays) and the daisy chain form (series unit cranking).

III. Future Enhancements

- Reason for Date Change – Requirement to associate reasons for cancellation or date changes on Transmission Outage Tickets after approval.
- Flow Breakers – Addition of flow breakers and their ratings to TERM application.
- Grouping Transmission Outage Tickets in Projects.
- Conflict Analyzer Phase 3a – Inclusion of external/neighboring outages in conflict analysis.

IV. Discussion Topics

- eDART XML User Group and eDART User Group meetings to be scheduled prior to March 26th release.
- Infrastructure upgrade planned for Thursday, March 13th. Backend work only with intermittent outages to eDART.
- Coming Changes in eDART User Account Registration:
  - Removal of Password field on Registration Form.
  - Expiration of initial passwords after 4 hours.
  - Notification of users inactive for 12 months.
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